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       Prisoner of the Stainless Kitchen  
                                                                     
  A number of years ago, about halfway through the first decade of the new millennium, one 

appliance after another in the house started to display wear if not completely break down. I blame 

planned obsolescence and am OK with that in support of job stability. The first was a range top, 

whose burner orifices became the size of Saturn rocket thrust nozzles and was replaced by a 

high-end marquee whose name was a misaligned predator of storybook lore. With it’s red knobs 

and stainless steel surface and backsplash it added an air of dignity to the timeworn early 90’s 

lineup. The oven took a shit not too long after that and was replaced also by a stainless one 

whose name conjures up images of middle age Nordic rampage and plunder. The dishwasher 

followed and of course had to adhere to the stainless finish to complement the new theme. Then 

as if by preordained cue, the refrigerator started acting up. It never failed but roared like a jet on 

the tarmac waiting for takeoff. There were a number of side by sides to choose from and they all 

seemed to be born from the same appliance womb imported from somewhere over there and one 

was chosen that filtered water to yet another extent and of course was clad in the so chosen 

stainless appearance.  

  The objection I have is not with the appliance itself but with the finish that these all have 

invested so much advertised pride in with additional cost. The issue is STAINLESS.  How did 

anyone come up with that? Unless you wear Mickey Mouse gloves of white cotton felt with one 

less finger, when you go to grab a glass of juice or a stick of string cheese or a cold greasy 

leftover you are likely to leave a smudge on the door which in turn promotes additional smear and 

widespread tarnish of the celebrated stainless. I think the dishwasher is the worst. Drippy hands 

make stains and droopy drips. The range becomes a grease and slime statement of deferred 

maintenance that you are the only one to blame. 

  There are products waiting for us that I never knew about before living with stainless. It will 

renew your appliance to how you first encountered it when you peeled of the transparent blue 

tape that protected it when you bought it. The tape should have been the first clue. There is not 

just one product that boasts immediate renewal but also many that state they are the ultimate and 

of course ultimately the best means of restoration. I own many.  

  At first I was obsessive and then when I had no known itinerary of guests coming to the house, I 

became remissive. I saw how not stainless, stainless was. I could never become subservient to a 

shiny deceit that I purchased to serve me, not me to it. I had it right all right. But when I knew 

visitors were on their way, there I was, wiping down, polishing really, each appliance head to toe 

as if they were a reflection of my personal hygiene. I have become a prisoner of the stainless 

kitchen.                                                                                                                                  

 

                                                                                                                     


